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WLPEB.ED 1711?GS,TIP STALLING, AND PEICLIMIIUEY RESULTS
i

3’EOM TESTS 03’ THE STALL-COHTllOL FLAP

By Eastman N. Jacobs

SUMMARY

The general gro’blem of stalling as affeoting the
safety of airplanes in considered. The increased diffi-
culties associated with modern efficient wings, particu-
larly with highly tapered wings and high-lift devices, .
are dtscuesod and variousi means are considered of avoid-
ing these difficulties with a minimum aerodynamic loss.
Finally, preliminary data are presented for the stall-
control flap and the application of these section data to
wing design is briefly covered, mainly by means of an ex-
ample ,

GENERAL PROBLEM

Stall i.nR.- The problem of avcidlng excesstve danger
from the stall has been a recurrent one. Most airplane
manufacturers dealt with the problem rather satlsfactori-
lV several years ago, either empirically or through a
reasonably sound underst~ding of the phenomenon gained
as the result of research work both here and abroad.

In general, the solutions embodied the use of marked
static longitudinal stability, thus providing a definite
warning of the approaching stall through the backward
movement, posltlon, and forces on the control columns to-
gether with a gradually developing stall secured either by
allowing the upper or lower wing of a biplane to stall
first or by”uaing monoplanes with little or no taper and

Oa with “inofficlentn wing-fuselage Junctures, which further
tended to bring-about a gradually developing stall begin-
ning at mldapan. These measures tended to assure that
tho stalled condition would develop progressively after a
reasonably definite warning: furthermore, lateral oontrol
was often maintained up to or beyond the stall (wing maxi-
mum lift), owing to the fact -that the essentially effective
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parts of the wing system, .In relation to lateral stability
and control, remained unstalled even after the angle of
attack had exoeeded that.of maximum lift. Inasmuch as the
pilot has little incentive to go beyond this point, suoh a
solution wam and still ia considered mati~faatory.

Modern trend~.- With such satlsfaotory solutions $n
co=aon use, attention has for the past few years been di-
verted from the problem of miniml%ing stalling dangers.
Modern design trends are, however, bringing the problem
back in an acute form. These trends are toward: Higher
wing loadiags and”landing speeds; the substitution of ef-
ficient high-speed sections having more sudden and, hence,
leas desirable otalling characteristlca; the almost ex-
clusive use of tapered-wing monoplanes of increased taper
remzlting in an increased tondoncy for the stall to de-
velop first near tho wing tip whero the offeots aro most
harmful; the low~lng position, which contributes to re-
duced longitudinal stability with increasing lift: the use
of Ilefficientm wing-fuselage junctures; and, finally~ the
use of certain high-lift devices~ The high-lift device may
further add to the dangers of tip stalling, add to halanoe
and stabillty difficulties, tid the commonly used flap uElu-
ally causes a vicious section stall corresponding to a sud=-
den, large, and often unsymmetrical loss of lift.

These trends are so far advanced that it now appears
that many airplanes in common use cannot be considered
reasonably safe, even for experienced pilots. The worst
offenders may give no indication of an approaching stall.
which, when It occurs, is manifested by a vicious uncon-
trolled rolling dive, that results from a sudden loss of
lift on the right or left wing and u simultaneous loss of
lateral control.

Recent inves tl~atione.- Practical methods of avoiding
these conditions In modern types of airplanes have been
sought, The investigations have proceeded mainly on the
theory that tho vicious stall may best be avoided in mono-
planes by causing the wing to stall progressively from the
center toward the tips. Not only are the sudden 10SEI of
lift and the violent roll thus avoided, but lateral con-
trol is maintained through tho first stages of tho stall
and tho tondoncy toward an upwash on the tail surfaces as-
sociated with the Ioss of lift near the center of tho wing
may he used to bring about a marked Increase In longitudi-
nal stability as tho stall is appromohed.



In a preliminary Inwestigatlon oarried on in flight, ,
eharp leading-edge strips extending out along the wing
from either side of the faselage were employed to bring-, .
about the cle”siredeymmetrloal oenter-stalling oharacterle-
tlOEm Wind-tunnel experiments with airfoils having sharp
leading-edge sections over a small portion near their mid-
span were also made to Indicate how the flight investiga-
tion should prooeed. The flight investigations for the
power-off condition showed that an airplane having vicious
stalling charaoterlstios could be Improved, as expected,
by thus bringing about a gradually and symmetrically de-
veloping oenter stall. The extreme maximum lift coeffi-
cient was, of course, slightly reduoed but the practical
gliding or ~.pproaeh speed was not increased: in faot, it
was actually reduaed.

Other methodS.- Another proposed solutlcn of the
stalling problem should be mentioned: The lim~tatlon of
the longitudinal control in order to prevent the wing
from reaching maximum lift. Even aside from many rather
obvious practical difficulties, this method cannot neces-
sarily be relied upon to dispose of the problem. In any
airplane approaching the conventional type there will al-
ways exist a mlntmum speed below which the airplane cannot
be maintained in steady flight. Whether this speed Is
defined by control limitation, loss of lateral control,
or the 10SS of lift beyond the naximum, maneuverability
limitations must be accepted when it is reached. In one
demirable case, for example, that of no limitation of con-
trol whatsoever with good lateral stability and control
at maximum lift, the limitation is that the airplane in
straight flight cannot mako a turn either horizontally or
to flatten the glide path in landing without firet in-
creasing the speed, which requires time and may require an
amount of alt~tude not available.

If the speed IS defined by longitudinal-control liml+
tation, an additional maneuverability limitation must be
acoepted: the pitch angle cannot be increased. For exam-
ple, If the airplane Is over-controlled or disturbed In .
gusty air near the ground, it ❑ay be of vital importance
to restrain the normal “stablen behavior of the airplane
In order to prevent the nose from dropping Into the ground,
even though this prooed.ure cannot flatten the glide path
and mmy Involve forcing tho a~rplane much beyond the nor-
mal attitude of maximum lift. Such ob~ections may be met
by making the control stop quickly removable, but it then-
becomes a warning rather thaa a limitation. In any event,
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a waraiqg of the approaching maneuverability limitation
Is r~quired before it is actually encountered.

Warnin~.- To be effective, the warning must be given
ai %i–~g~~ considerably below that of nkximun lift, be-
cauoe ~ats or inertia effects may momentarily carry the
airplane beyond the warning attiiude. Tho dlfforenco in
lift botwocn that at tho warning attitude and the maximum
ia, in soao rospoct, practically tho equivalent of a cor-
responding 10SS in the naxinun lift coefficient. Tho
nmount of this loss depends on the character of tho stall.
If thq stall Is sudden and vicious, corresponding to tho
incipient spin with complete losk of control, the warning
must be given very early to preclude the possibility that
the stall nay be reached inadvertently. In fact, some
question exists as to whether the most vicious stalls
should be considered acceptable at all; but, even if they
are acceptable, the loss of effective maximum-lift is ex-
oensive. At the other extrene, when the stall is gradual
and corresponds to no autorotational tendoncles or loss of
control, thts effect.ive loss of naxinurc lift nay be prac-
tically olininatod. Tho warning nay be given at an angle
of o.ttack eeveral decrees before the naximumrllft atti-
tude fiut, owing to the flat-top character of the lift
curve, little lors of lift Is involved.

Present statuq.- It t:lerefore appears that, in prin-
ciple, a study should be xia~e of the original solution of
the stalling problem mentioned in the first paragraph of
this reFort. The practical. applicatiori of thts solution,
however, inrolvep the development of devices applicable
to modern efficient monoplanes without appreciable sacri-
fico of officlency and ~ithout loss of maximum lift. The
firut stei) has been to seek airfoil sectione having grad-
ual stalling characteristic but, unlike the sharp leading-
odge sections, without reduced maximum lifts.

Airfoil sections having thd gradual stalling charac-
teristic, thab is, a flat-top lift curve, have long been
recognized as desirable in that they assuro a gradually
developing nnd symmetrical stall freo from serious auto-
rotational tendoncios. Sections having rounded lift-curve
peo.ks have, in fact, %een available; for example, the
N.A.5.A. 4412 (reference 1) and others of this clash hav-
ing moderately large cambers at a position near the middle
of the section. Thi~ type of section, however, tendfi to-
ward oxcesnive drag &t high speed. Tfie noot efficiant
high-speed sections, on the other hand, tend to show a
sudden ions of lift at the stall.

—- .



. ------ PRESEMT. IIW’ESTIGATIOI?.,- . ., ---

The present wind-tunnel invest~gation began in an at-
tempt to alter the effloient H.A~C.A. 23012 seotion with
a view toward obtaining improved stalllng characterieties.
The alteration wae accomplished by the defleotton of a
large-chord flap that will hereinafter be referred to as
the ‘stall-control flap.~ The flap chord cho~en was 60
percent of the airfoil chord (0,69) so that the defleotlon
of the flap tended to produoe mean-line shapes eomowhat
like those of the airfoil eectlons 17.A.C.A. 4412 and 11.A.C.A.
6412.

The results of the preliminary tests proved very satis-
factory. In fact, flat-top lift curves were so easily ob-
tainable that the investigation was extended to include the
application of the stall-control flap to seotlons having
high-lift devices (in most instances a 0.2c split flap) of
the t~o that previously had the most vicious stalling char-
acteristics. Again It was found that, within limits, the
vicious stall could be converted into the gradually devel-
oping desirable type and, In some instances, without a
loss of zwaximum lift.

The next phase of the Investlgatlon consisted of ana-
lytical studies of the application of the stall-COntrOl
flap to tapered wings and also of a few experimental checks
in tho variable-density wind tunnel of the prodlcted re-
sults. The use of theso flap combinations on tapered wings
leads to unusual flexibility of aerodyn~mic design because
tho large flap tends to control the lift distribution along
tho 13p~, &an@ the small flap controle the lifting capabil-
ities of the various seetions along the span. In fact,
the Committee has built for experimental purposes a highly
tapered wing having flaps of this type that may be varied
to investigate th~ effects of ch~gee in the load distri-
bution and In the llftin”g capabilities along the span.
With suitable flap combinations, it appears that gradual
center stalling at high lift coefficients ma,y be brought
about even with highly tnperod wings.

Several secondary results attend the use of the stall-
control flap. The designer, howovor, must decide whether
or not the various results, the value of which he may es-
timate from calculations, are Justifiable on his particu-
lar design. This report ie intended to %e sufficiently
complete to give the seotion characteristics required for

-. ——
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these tapered-wing calculations for the stall-control flap
used with or without a split-flap high-lift device. Ex-
cept for a brief discussion and an example indicating one
way in which the stall-control flap may be employed, the
problem of its application to wing design will be consid-
ered outside the scope of this report an@ left, for the
time being, to designers, who may make the necessary cal-
culations from the data presented herein.

AIRFOIL SECTION CHARACTERISTICS

Tests.- The usual 5- by 30-inch duralumin models and
test procodure (reference 2) were employed in the variable-
density tunnel (reference 3) to obtain the desired section
characteristics for the combinations with the stall-control
flap. In most instances the basic airfoil section N.A.C.A.
23012 (references 4 and 5), was used, although in a few in-
stances a thicker airfoil of the same family, the N.A.C.A.
23015 (reference 5), was employed.

The flap was formed by sawing the airfoil at the “40-
percent ~tation and attaching a thin steel plate let in
flush on the lower surface, which formed a hinge by bend-
ing. Finally, the gap was filled with plaster of paris
and carefully finished nlong a radius tangent to the upper
surfaces of tho front and back parts of the section. This
procedure aesured a smooth and fair upper surface having
a rndius of curvature above the hinge approximately equal
to the airfoil thickness. The small-chord plain flaps
were formed in substantially the same way.

In practice, it might be difficult to provide as fair
an upper surface as that formed on the models. Further-
more , it was coneldered that the upper-surface ehape, par-
ticularly in the neighborhood of the large flap hinge,
might exert a marked effect on the character of the stall.
For these reasons the three variations indicated In figure
1 were investigate-d for one flap combination. The results
indiceted surprisingly small, if not negligible effects,
oven when a break on the upper surface was made almost
sharp to simulnte a practical case ouch ns a piano hinge
along the upper curface.

Results.- The characteristics of the various flap
combinations are precented in figures 2 to 7 and In table
I. The usual grnphic and tabular forms of presentation

———.. -,.- ——.,-



0, ,-(reference 6) are employed except that,
seveial-~lap’ disijla-cements are included

7

for compactness,
on each mlot and

redundant c~rvee-or those presenting characterts~ios- of
minor importance euch as Cm, L/D, and the lift peak at
redueed Reynolds Number hmv~ been omitted. The most lm-
porto,nt results are given on the left-hand portion of the
plots (llft curves for aspect ratio 6, effective Reynolds
Ikmbor approximately 8,000,000). These curves indicato
tho charaetcr of tho stall. A gradually developing stall
Is indicated by a rounded lift-curvo peak. The aotual
presence of thic progressive type of lift variation with
nnglc of attack was checked by rocordlng for each combi-
nation the actual variation of lift with angle of attqck
nom tho stall by an automntlcally recording electrionl
lift balance, which actually drew the lift-curve ponk.

Thq stall ns thus represented is, of course, for the
rectangular wing of aspect ratio 6 rather than for the
section. The section stall may be expected to develop
less gradually, owing to spanwise progression effects in-
cluded In the roctc,ngular airfoil tests (reference 2), but
somo exporimentml evidence exists to indicate that tho
section stall will not be of a difforont character. Sec-
tion lift curves, as required for tapered-wing calcula-
tions, may be derived from the yresented CL curves by
the nethods of reference 2, that i.s, each angle is reduced
by 3.17 CL degrees to obtatn the curve of cl against

a. , and CT is usually increaeed by the factor 1.07
‘%ax

to obtain the section value, Ct
max

The other important results are shown as section
characteristics on the right-hand portion of the fzgures.
The fully corrected (reference 2) section profile-drag
results are given and the pitching-moment characteristics
of each section are represented %y

‘n(a. c.)o’
the pitoh-

ing-momnt coefficient of the section about tho aerodynam-
ic ceilter of the undoformod section.

Rcsulto are given for several large-chord flap do-

floctions (0°, 4°, 8°, 12°, 16°, 20°) and for each of sev-
eral lnrgo-chord flnp deflections with the 20-percent-
chord dplit flap doflocted varioua amounts (0°, 15°, 30°,

450, 60° ) ● A few combinations with a plain flap rather
than n split flap are also included.

I . .- . .— —
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Discuss Ion.- The mos”t important results from tho ap-
plioatlon of the stall-control flap nre the change in tho
character of tho stall, tho ohango of the stalling angle,
and the increaso of lift at a given angle. The effective-
ness in phnnging the character of the stall when applied
to tho N.A.C.A. 23012 is Indloatod by tho lift curves In
figuro 2. A 4° doflootion IS not sufficient to remove
entirely the sudden fluctuations of lift at the stall but
the 80 and the higher settings show the desirable rounded
lift-curve peaks. The most desirable shape Is given In
the neighborhood of 12°. At this deflection only a
slight gain in CL is shown; however, the llft curve

max
shape is inproved, the stallina= o~ angle Is reduced approx-
imately 5°, and CL” at Is increased from 0.09.

to 0.88. This chunge In lift is approximately that ex-
pected fron airfoil theory, the rotation of the flap
being approximately 0.9 as effective as the rotation of
the whole airfoil.

Other changes produced by the flap are shown in the
right-hand part of figure 2. Moderate flap defle~tions
sho~ very slight changes in profile drag in the useful
range of lift coefficients. The 12° deflection gives a
pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift of -0.087, only
a little more than the plain Clark Y airfoil. This pitch-
ing noment associated with the flap deflection is snail as
compared with that for an ordinary small-chord flap de-
flected to >roduce the sane lift-curvo displacement.

Figure 3 $s included so that the action of the stall-
control flap may be oompared with the usual split flap.
The split flap. of course, produces marked gains in CL

max
but the stalling angle is littlo affected and the severity
of the sudden drop in lift is markedly increased.

Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 show the possibility of com-
bining the two types of flap in order to realize the de-
sirable characteristics of both. Here again the 12° de-
flection of the stall-control flap (fig. 5) proved the
most effective in that the rounded-type lift-curve peak
could be maintained up to a split-flap deflection of 45°.
This combination burbles approximately 9° earlier than
the same airfoil without the st~ll-control flap and gives
Q CL for a = 0° ‘of 1.7 and a CLmax of 2.37. This

value corrocts to a section maximum lift coefficient

cl = 2.54. It should bo remembered, however, that the
max

..— — —... ., ,.- .--, ,,,
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stall of t~e peotion @hould not be expected to be ae grad-
ual ae the stall of the tested rectangular wing formed

L. from the..same section. .... , .,,.... _ . , - .

i

1’ APPLICATION TO WING DXSIGll

I Tapered Wings

t Upson and Thompson (reference 7) ha~e indicated that
\ highly tapered wings, 5:1 or more, are generally aero-

i dynamically desirable when the wings are adjusted to equal

t
structural efficiency and when the variation of cLm=

i with taper Is not taken into account. This result was not
anticipated b:~ the many engineers who considered a reason-
ably close approach to the elliptical wing to be the best
design. The elliptical wing Is aerodynamicall~ superior
when wings of equal area and span are compared but, If
wings of equal Structural weight are compared, the in-
creased span possible through the use of a high taper ratio
more than compensates for the losses associated with the
departu~es from the elliptical load distribution.

A loss of m~imum lift is, however, associated with
high taper ratios. A brief analysis made at the N.A.C.A.
lab.ormtory and reported at the 1936 Manufacturers? Confer-
ence Indicated, when the maximum-lift variation was taken
into account on the assumption that variable twist or some
other device such RS the stall-control flap 1s not employed
to cvold -the 10SS, that the taper ratio cannot advantageous-
ly be carried much beyond 3:1 and that, even with moderate
tapers, theso wings are open to the objection that tip-
stmlling difficulties aro likely to be encountored-

On the other hand,
ter,

wing Otlffness in relation to flut-
asido from strength, may become a very Important oon-

sidoration, Wing stiffness has not been adequatel~ consid-
ered in any of tho ~alyses, but it iS apparent that such
considerations would strongly favor high taper ratios,
Those considerations wore Instrumental in bringing about
tho present Investigation directed toward tho avoidance of

, tho maximum-lift losses and tho tip-stalling difficultlos,
aerodynamic chmractoristics of highly tapered wings that
block the realization of their structural advantages. How
those difficulties with highly tapered wings may be minim-
ized through the use of the stall-control flap IS best
brought out by means of an examples

-— .. . . . . . .- —
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Xxample

A wing of 40-foot span, aspect ratio 10, taper ratio
4, and a landihg speed of approximately 65 miles per hour
has been chosen for the example. Wing sections of the 230
series are employed and, for simplicity, the section thick-
nesses are considered to vary only from 11 to 14 percent
of the chord so that variations of Cg with section

max
thickness aro unimportant. The analysis in any case is
made by the methods of references 2, “8, and 9.

Plain wing.- The methods of reference 2 are first em-
ployed to predict the variation of the lifting capabili-
ties (Clmax ) of the seotions. Allowance is thus made

for the variation of Reynolds Humber along the span (from
3.9 to 1.2 x 108 between tke root nad the section at 0.9
semlspan)~

The result is Indicated by the dottod line in figure
8. Tho distribution of cl v as shown by the solid curve

in tho figure, Is found from the Le tables of reference
6 or 9 after multiplying the corresponding cl values by

a.
a suitable factor. The tabulated values are for CL’ = 1,
and the factor (1.28) is chosen to bring the solid curve
up to t:,e dotted one. At this point the local. lift e~
has reached the local capability Clmax and stalling may

bn expected to begin. The factor 1.28 ~ives, of oourse,
the corresponding wing lift coe.fflcient CL at which

stalling ‘oegin~. Little ?.s kIIOWn about the relation of
this CL value to CLm= , ?mt certain experiments and a

few preliminary flight tests have indioated that this CL
value at which stalling begins either approximates CL

max
or is effectively CL when tip stalling is involved

max
because the airplane cannot be maintained in steady flight
at higher values of CL owing to the loss of control as-

sociated with the tlp stalling. In fact, the predicted
vniue nay actually be too high when it is based on a cl

m-ax
curve of a frequently encountered type for whioh occa-
sional or intermittent stalling ma~ be preseut at a consld-
erc.bly lower value than that Indicated by c1 .

max

-..
u
I

.-

.-
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In any event, the.rewultts imdlcate that stalling wI1l
\

r

,.. begin ~ear, the 0.85 station at a wing-lift coefficient ap-
proximately. “O&-u 1.28: The tip stalllng and.reataoa~

/

1. for It are thus ”~learly brought out by figure 8 -6 the
i loaa of ‘Lmm maaooiated with the high taper may”be apprd-.

I
oiated by.oomparlng, for example, the wing--maXimum Ilft CO-

efflclont 1.28 “with the root eectlom maxlmuk lift @06ffl-
dient 1.61.

I
1 Fartial-eman fla D.- The example la now extended to in-
! elude tho application of a par.tlal-span split flap. The

flap, 20 percent o, defleo$ed 45°, and partial span aa in-
[“ dicated on the plan-form diagram in figure 9 la oonsldered.

The CL distribution (fig. 9) la found by the method of
i1 referenco 9 by adding together Euitable proportions of tho

o~ and cl dlatributlona. The pertinent aeetion lift
a b

curvoa for the rarioue eectione are inoluded in figure 10.

It is apparent that the lifting capabilltiea more
than ever exceed the actual lift aoefficienta over the cen-
tral or flapped portion. me re aults augge at that stalling
will begin just .outboatid of the flap en”d and at Q wing lift
coefficient near OL = 1.6L. Little la known in this caae,
however, about the stall - how it would progreaa over the
tip portion, how it would affect the lateral control, and
to what extent this elmpliflcd theory may be in error owiqg
mainly to the neglect of complfcationa resulting from the
three-dlmonalonal charncter of the flow near the flap end.
Eeaulta in better accord with experiment wonld probably be
obtained if the brealc in the dotted curve indic~ting the
loss of lifting capubllitlee at the flap end were faired
out over a spanwiee dletance equal to one or two flap
ohorda. These mattere require further experimental invea-
tigmtion: nevertheleaa, the result OL = 1.61 may be com-

pared with Ct = 2.38 at the oenter section to indi-
max

cate very roughly the “loee of maximum lift aaaoaiated with
the high taper and partial-span flap.

●
stall-co ntrol fl~.-”!l!he n,ppl$cation of the atall-

control flap will now -be considered. It ia applied to
only a short portion (26 percent) of the wing .mqar the
center span in order to permlb Ite uee without the addi-
tion of much structural weight nnd complication. Aa shown
by the re=ulta in figure 11, center atalllng may now be
expected to develop, owing partly to the decreaae of lift-

.
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Ing capabilities over the center portion covered by the
stall-control flap aad partl~ to the building Up of the
lift associated with the large-chord flap deflection of
12°. As compared with the preceding example with the split
flap only, the gain in lift, when stalling is equally like-
ly to start at the tip, is shown by the shaded area. The
lift in each case is adjusted so that tip stalling Is
equally likely ae jpdged by the coincidence In the region
of the tip of the heavy et curve and the light curve rep-

resenting the greceding case. The gain is therefore two-
fold. Not only IS the tendency toward the desired center
stall of the gradual type realized, but the oorrespondlng
wing lift CL is increased, as shown by the shaded area,

from 1.61 to 1.7. Thus the objection to certain methods
(sharp leading edges, small or tnefflcient fillets, or
other spoiler devices) previously used to brtng about
gradual and early center stallln~ through some loss of
maximum lift has been overoomem

Incidental Advantages

Some secondary advantages ariezng from the use of the
stall-control flap should also be mentioned. For flying
boats or airplanes with tricycle landing gears, take-off
difficulties may be reduced owing to the large lift coef-
ficients that may be realized with the airplane in approx-
imately the level attitude. The improved lateral stabil-
ity at the stall associated with the flat-top lift curve
has been mentioned. Improved lateral control may also be
secured. When a large drop in lift occurs in passing from
the inner to the outer or aileron portion of the wing, the
shed vorticity tends to cause the aileron portion of the
wing to operate In tho associated region of induced upwash~
When the not induced velocitlos on the wing section aro In
the direction corresponding to an upwash, the local lift
vector is sloped forward. Hence, when the lift is in-
creased by a displacement of the aileron, the forward com-
ponont is als~ increased, tending to produce, in turn, a
favorable induaed yawing momont. This cha~aoteriatic,
that is, the loss in lift that may be provided by excess
flap deflections inboard of the ailerons, may allow the
use of droopod ailerons, which have previously been avoid-
ed on account of their largo advorso induced yawing mo-
ments although, of course, the drooping of the ailerons
tends to remove the desired lift change. Calculations
such as those of the foregoing example indicate that the
increased lifting capabilities assoolated with the drooped
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a’i”Ieroh 0; wliiI& ififlu’enclng directly only a small- portion
of the wing, may in some cas”es yield a considerable gain
in, % by allowing” the entire wing to operate at a

max

R higher lift coefficient.

! Struoture

1 At first sight the structural problems associated
L

I

hith the 0.60 flap appear for”miaable. Certain types of
vlng structure, such as single spar with torsion leding
edge, or other t~es that at present seem to be coming
into favor, with the main structure well forwara ana with
fabrio-coverea trailing-edge portions, permit tho aFpllca-

\ tion of the large-chord flap without ma~or changes In the
structuro. In any event, the ribs must cantllovor from
tho spar, nnd whether or not tho l~rge flap is moves makes
very littzo dlfforonco in tho O.oaas on the rib members at
tho spar becmuso theso are a function almost entirely of
the displacement of the small-chora high-lift flap at the
trnlling edge. These same Ioadn must be dealt with wh~n
the large flap Is not present. The complication is only
that of mnking the structure movable unaer these loads.

Problems assoclnted with the operating mechanism
shoula not be very difficult when FL short-span flap, ns in
the preceding example, io employed. With a stnll-control
flap covering a considerable portion of the spin, which in
some cases appears advantageous; the best solution o,pparent-
ly involves the use of many hinges ana hyhaullc-jack units
distributed along the spar.

Other Devices

h

There remnin to be considered other methoas of avoid-
ing the tip stall. Some washout may be employea to aavan-
tage and, for modorate tnper, the smnll washout that is al-
lownble without serious tletrimental effects (reference S.).
together with m small change In profile to a higher lift .
(430 serlos, for oxnmple) though loss effioiont section,
mny be omployod over the tip portion. Sorlo loss is always
InVolvea, howover, and tho 106s rapidly beoomm large ma
tho taper is increased.

The other possibility that has previously been sug-
gested (reference 10) iS the use of Ieaaing-edge slots over
the outor portion of the wing. AS inaicated In reference
1-0 and as calculations” maae in the preceding example read-
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ily show, the method should be effective: but many objec-
tions have boon advanced to the une of movable tip slots.
Whothor or not the In.creased maximum lift compensates tho
additional drag, weight, danger of i~proper functioning,
and complication remains a question. ~rthormore, if the
answer definitely favors the uso of slots, then it appoar~
thnt this typo of section nay be considered for uso through-
out tho ontiro wing rather than only for the tip portions,
nnd the problem of tip stalling then returns In its. origi-
nal fern. Its solution by the omission of the leading-
edge slots over the central portions becomes almosti the
equivalent of introducing sharp leading edges or other
spoiler devices on the origlnnl wing. From this viewpoint,
an aeroitynnmlo loss is accepted to avoid the tip stalling,
It thmappears that, even though ul.ots should prove to be
goaernlly ndvnntngeoua, the a~all-control flap used togeth-
er with the olotted sections mo.y remain the most efficient
moans of avoiding tho tip stall of highly tapered wings.

Viewed from considerations of improving exiszzng wing
typos, however, either the sharp leading edges or the ad-
dition of leading-edge slots at the tips may be sntlsflcto-
ry. Tho reduced lifting c.npnbilities nenr center span as-
sociated with the spoilor devices (sharp leading edges, ln-
e~ficiont fillets, motor nacelles, or the absence of lead-
ing-od~o slots) do not nocessnrily exert a primary effect
on tho wing maximum lift. With ?IiGlilytapered wings the
lifting capabilities of the eontor sections may bo reduced
to a point corresponding to equal likelihood of oenter Pad
tip stalling rlthout approoiably affecting tho wing maximum
lift r.lthough, as comparod with wings having less taper or
a devico GivinG offectivoly a variablo twist such”as tho
stall-control flap, somo 10ss of maximum lift must be ZZC-
Coptodo

On the othor hand, when “tho ni~g maxinun lift iU doter-
mincd primarily by tho lifting cnpubilitios of the tip sea-
tions, the criterion for tho selection of these sections
n.uat bc) nodifiod. Soctfons that would otheqwise”be judged
inferior, owing to ob~ectionable complications or to a
sonorhnt oxcoosivo drag, should ‘Do considered. Such sec-
tions nn7 provo accoptablo.as cpplying to only a small part
of tho wing bocauso they may pormi% nn increase of lift
over tho whole of tho wing.
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OOMOLUDIBG REMARKS

- . .

An Qerodynamioally satisfactory solution to the prob-
lem of the stalling of tapered wings now appears to be

I available.

It is, of course, realized that the application of ‘
the stall-control flap adds d%fficultlos and complications.
Whether or not the result IS worth tho expense must be de-
cided by the designer in relation to a particular projeot
under eonsldoration, It is hoped that tho preliminary
data prosontod heroin will bo of asslstanco in such design
studios.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Oommittoe for Aeronautics,

Langley I’ield, Vs., Ootobor 14, 1937.
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b Figure- 1.-. Effect of up.peg surface -curvature at hin~e.
11.A. C.A. 23012 with 0.6c ‘flafi at 120 and 0.20 . -.
ordinary flap at 15°. Rectangular wing, as=
pect ratio 6, free air.

Figure. 2.- Alrfoil with stall-control flap. l!I.A.c.A. 23012
with 0.6c flap. Rectangular wing, aspect ra-
tio 6, freo air.

Figure 3.- Airfoil with. split flap. l!i.A.C.A. 23012 with 0.2c
split flap. Rectangular wing, anpeot ratio 6,
free air.

Figure 4.- N.A.C.A. 23012 with 0.6c flap at 8° and 0.2c split
flap. Rectangular wing, aspect ratio 6, free
air,

I’igure 5.- N.A.C.A. 23012 with 0.6c flap at 12° and 0.2c split
flap. Rectangular wing, aspect ratio 6, free
air.

Figure 6.- N.A.C.A. 23012 with 0.6c flap at 16° and 0.2c split
flap. Rectangular wing, aspect ratio 6, free
air.

Figure 7.- Stnll-control and plain flape, Rootangular wing,
wing, aspect ratio 3, free air.

T’igure 8.- Plain wing. Plan form and distribution of lift
coefficient and lifting capability.

Figure 9.- Wing with partial-span flap. Plan form and distri-
bution of lift coefficient and lifting capability.

Figuro 10.- Sectlon data for the calculation of the partlal-
span flap used In the example (Re approximate-
17 8,000,000). The lift peaks indloate how
the soctlon maximum lift correotlon Is made.

l’iguro 11.- Wing with stall-aontrol flap. Plan form and dis-
tribution of lift coefficient and lifting capa-
bility.
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A
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